Abstract: Based on the atmospheric regional climate model HIRHAM5, the single-column model version HIRHAM5-SCM was developed and applied to investigate the performance of a relative humidity based (RH-Scheme) and a prognostic statistical cloud scheme (PS-Scheme) in the central Arctic. The surface pressure as well as dynamical tendencies of temperature, specific humidity, and horizontal wind were prescribed from the ERA-Interim data set to enable the simulation of a realistic annual cycle. Both modeled temperature and relative humidity profiles were validated against radio soundings carried out on the 35th North Pole drifting station (NP-35). Simulated total cloud cover was evaluated with NP-35 and satellite-based ISCCP-D2 and MODIS observations. The more sophisticated PS-Scheme was found to perform more realistically and matched the observations better. Nevertheless, the model systematically overestimated the monthly averaged total cloud cover. Sensitivity studies were conducted to assess the effect of modified "tuning" parameters on cloud-related model variables. Two tunable parameters of the PS-Scheme and six tuning parameters contained in the cloud microphysics were analyzed. Lower values of the PS-Scheme adjustment parameterq 0 , which defines the shape of the symmetric beta distribution (acting as probability density function), as well as higher values of the cloud water threshold CW min or autoconversion rate γ 1 are able to reduce the overestimation of Arctic clouds. Furthermore, a lower cloud ice threshold γ thr , which controls the Bergeron-Findeisen process, improves model cloudiness and the ratio of liquid to solid water content.
Introduction
Clouds play a central role in the Arctic climate system. On the one hand, they reflect solar radiation cooling the Earth's surface (cloud albedo effect), on the other hand, they absorb and (re-)emit terrestrial radiation warming the Earth's surface (cloud greenhouse effect). Following Schneider [1] , cloud radiative forcing CRF = F all − F clr is defined as difference between the net radiative fluxes under all-sky (F all ) and clear-sky (F clr ) conditions. F all is the sum of the net longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) radiative fluxes, while F clr denotes those fluxes in a cloud-free but otherwise identical atmosphere.
While SW CRF depends on cloud transmittance, surface albedo, and the solar zenith angle, LW CRF is a function of cloud temperature, height, and emissivity as well as the background moisture (e. g., [2, 3] ). Furthermore, CRF varies depending on cloud phase, aerosol loading and whether convective or stratiform clouds are treated [4] [5] [6] . The radiative effects of clouds and their impact on climate have been addressed in many observational and/or modeling studies. Although Ramanathan et al. [7] and Schneider [1] have shown that clouds have a net cooling effect on the global climate, the studies of Walsh and Chapman [8] and Intrieri et al. [9] have identified the net warming effect of clouds on the Arctic surface, except for a short period during summer when the cloud albedo effect outweighs the greenhouse effect.
Due to low surface temperatures, especially during polar night when there is no solar insolation, and advection of warmer air, ground-based or elevated temperature inversions occur frequently in the Arctic boundary layer (ABL) as demonstrated by Kahl et al. [10] and Zhang et al. [11] . Low Arctic temperatures are accompanied by comparably low absolute humidities. Apart from the presence of sufficient water vapor, airborne aerosol particles are prerequisites for cloud formation at normal supersaturations, acting either as cloud condensation nuclei or ice nuclei. Although Arctic air masses are normally cold, comparably dry and unpolluted [12] , high-latitudes are mainly characterized by the occurrence of so-called boundary layer clouds (BLCs, [13] [14] [15] ). These BLCs show large seasonal and interannual variability, which is reversely related to Arctic sea-ice variability [16, 17] .
A major problem in climate modeling is the subgrid-scale treatment of cloud processes, requiring sophisticated parameterizations that ideally include the whole complexity of cloud microphysics like water phase changes and precipitation processes. One of the most relevant obstacles is the sparse availability of cloud observations, especially in the inner Arctic (e. g., [18] ), impeding the formulation of sufficient cloud parameterizations and validation of model results. The deficient representation of model cloudiness [19] [20] [21] [22] plays a relevant role in why the net CRF, or more specifically the cloud-radiation feedback [3, 23, 24] , is not definitely understood to date. Solomon et al. [25] have concluded that cloud feedbacks represent the largest source of uncertainty in climate sensitivity estimates. A particular shortcoming in modeling the Arctic climate is the limited representation of prevailing mixed-phase BLCs (e. g., [26] [27] [28] ). Climate models have also difficulties in accurately modeling the vertical structure of Arctic clouds associated with the presence of multiple cloud layers, a strong temperature inversion accompanied by rapid moisture decrease above cloud top, and vertical fluxes within the cloud that are decoupled from the surface fluxes [26, 29] . All that complicates the determination of surface radiation fluxes, which are very sensitive to the modeled cloud microphysical characteristics. An intercomparison of Arctic regional climate models (RCMs) has confirmed the large uncertainty in simulated cloud cover [30] .
However, various Arctic-specific studies (e. g., [31, 32] ) have identified sources of error, e. g., that layered cloud formation requires a higher-order ABL parameterization. The cloud droplet radius has been found to impact surface LW CRF significantly by changing the emissivity of Arctic clouds [33, 34] , where the liquid component of mixed-phase clouds dominates radiative properties in general. For the liquid phase Morrison et al. [35] have found in part reasonable agreement between modeled and observed microphysical properties of Arctic mixed-phase clouds, while the ice microphysical properties have been identified as significantly biased. Morrison and Pinto [27] have demonstrated that only two-moment bulk microphysical schemes enable the adequate simulation of ice nucleation and snow formation. On the one hand, Morrison et al. [36] have shown that these more sophisticated schemes can better reproduce the observed ratio of liquid and solid water in Arctic clouds; on the other hand, these schemes contain plenty of "tuning" parameters derived from lower-latitude measurements which might be inapplicable to Arctic climate conditions.
Convective and stratiform clouds differ considerably in their formation, characteristics (e. g., vertical wind speed, lifetime, horizontal/vertical extent), and generation of precipitation, arguing for individual parameterizations in climate models. Cumulus convection and associated dynamic cloud processes like organized or turbulent en-/detrainment are often modeled by so-called "mass flux schemes". While several studies (e. g., [37, 38] ) have stated the minor importance of convective clouds in the Arctic, Pinto and Curry [39] , Curry et al. [40] , and Rozwadowska and Cahalan [41] have shown that even over Arctic sea ice shallow convective clouds emanate from open water in leads or polynyas. Further, Sato et al. [42] have recently identified that these cumuliform clouds rather become more important in the Arctic due to the shift from ice-covered to ice-free Arctic ocean during autumn which can be associated with more well-mixed than stable ABL structures. Convective cloud processes are even important for stratiform cloud formation, such that, e. g., convective detrainment at the cloud top can be a direct source for stratiform cloud cover. To simulate stratiform clouds, current climate models commonly use complex bulk microphysics (e. g., [43, 44] ) and apply either relative humidity cloud schemes (RH-Schemes) or statistical cloud schemes as pointed out by Tompkins [45] or Zhu and Zuidema [46] .
The motivation to this study was to evaluate and possibly adapt the subgrid-scale parameterization of Arctic clouds in the single-column climate model (SCM) HIRHAM5-SCM. SCMs are considered as a useful tool for developing and evaluating physical parameterizations of climate models, and thus have been exploited in various Arctic studies [47] [48] [49] [50] . Here, the newly designed SCM version of the most recent RCM version HIRHAM5 [51] was exploited to analyze the two selectable cloud schemes for inner-Arctic climate conditions. The HIRHAM5-SCM setup and the applied cloud parameterizations are described in Section 2. Results of the model evaluation are presented and discussed in Section 3. In the first subsection, modeled height profiles of temperature and relative humidity as well as total cloud cover are validated against observations from NP-35 followed by some statistics. In the second subsection, some cloud-related model variables are discussed with respect to their credibility. An evaluation of simulated cloudiness, using either the RH-Scheme by Sundquist et al. [52] or the prognostic statistical cloud scheme (PS-Scheme) by Tompkins [45] , with two satellite-derived cloud data sets is shown afterwards. In Section 4 several model parameters are analyzed by means of sensitivity experiments for their potential to adapt the cloud parameterization to Arctic climate conditions. Finally, Section 5 contains conclusions and gives an outlook.
Model Description

HIRHAM5-SCM Setup
The employed SCM is based on the three-dimensional atmospheric RCM HIRHAM5 [51] , which comprises the dynamical core of the regional weather forecast model HIRLAM (HIgh Resolution Limited Area Model, [53] ) and the physical parameterization package of the atmospheric general circulation model ECHAM5 (European Center Hamburg Model, [54] ). HIRHAM5-SCM has 60 non-equidistant vertical levels, reaching from the surface up to a pressure height of 0.1 h, where the lowermost 1 km is represented by approximately 10 levels. The levels are given in hybrid σ-p-coordinates following the ECMWF (European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) model level definitions by Berrisford et al. [55] .
The hydrostatic model HIRHAM5 solves seven prognostic equations for the horizontal wind components u and v, temperature T , specific humidity q, cloud water content q l , cloud ice content q i , and surface pressure p s . The total tendency of a prognostic variable can be split into a physical (diabatic) and a dynamical (adiabatic) part, where the former describes temporal changes due to subgrid-scale processes like radiation, cloud formation, and vertical diffusion. HIRHAM5-SCM calculates physical tendencies explicitly, using an explicit Euler forward time stepping scheme with 10 min time step. Since the dynamical part cannot be computed by a SCM, HIRHAM5-SCM uses prescribed p s and dynamical tendencies of u, v, T , and q in all model levels.
Dynamical tendencies, as resulting mainly from advection, play a fundamental role in controlling the evolution of the model state. Bergman and Sardeshmukh [56] have demonstrated that the consideration of dynamical tendencies leads to a dynamic stabilization of SCMs, avoiding the drift into non-physical states. In this study, dynamical tendencies were extracted from the most recent ECMWF reanalysis data set "ERA-Interim" (see [57] ). This reanalysis provides 3-hourly total and physical tendencies of u, v, T , and q for recalculating the dynamical tendencies. It should be noted that advection of q l and q i could not be considered, since corresponding ERA-Interim tendencies are not available. The treatment of dynamical tendencies was similar to the method of "revealed forcing" as introduced by Randall and Cripe [58] , but a nudging technique as explained by Lohmann et al. [59] was not applied. Further, ERA-Interim data was used for prescribing p s and the initialization of HIRHAM5-SCM.
The SCM-column was fixed in location during a single simulation, which always started at 0 UTC 1 August 2007 and mainly ran over 13 months to cover a whole annual cycle. In the present study, most of the model simulations were performed at the start coordinates of NP-35, which was located north of Severnaya Zemlya at 102.81
• E longitude and 81.40
• N latitude (figure with NP-35 track provided at [60] ). For comparing model results with individual observations from NP-35 (see Section 3.1) the SCM-column was set to the position of the NP-35 trajectory at the time of the respective measurement. This means that both the initial values and the prescribed p s as well as dynamical tendencies were taken from the ERA-Interim grid point closest to the ice station at the time of the measurement. Since NP-35 measurements were carried out over a relatively large ice floe, all HIRHAM5-SCM runs used adapted, constant lower boundary conditions in terms of sea-ice fraction (100%), sea-ice thickness (2 m), and sea-surface temperature (271.38 K). The latter represents the freezing point of sea water and was only used for calculating the conductive heat flux through the 2 m thick sea-ice layer. The fixed 2 m thickness of the modeled ice floe represents a reasonable approximation to the ice thicknesses measured at NP-35.
Cloud Cover Parameterizations
Since the main focus of this study was on Arctic clouds and due to the strong interaction between cloud and radiation processes, a brief introduction into the radiation and cloud cover parameterizations is given in the following.
The applied ECHAM5 parameterization package contains a scheme for the SW and LW radiation transfer, respectively [54] . In the longwave, the "Rapid Radiative Transfer Model" (RRTM) radiation code is used, which is based on the two-stream approximation. Apart from two modifications, the SW radiation code is the same as in the previous model version ECHAM4 [61] . First, the number of spectral bands has been doubled from two to four (two additional bands in the near-infrared) to avoid spurious absorption in clouds [62] . Second, transmissivities and reflectivities are separately calculated for the cloud-free and cloudy part of a grid box.
The scheme for the representation of stratiform clouds consists of three components: (1) prognostic equations for the vapor, liquid, and ice phase; (2) cloud microphysics according to Lohmann and Roeckner [43] ; and (3) the PS-Scheme developed by Tompkins [45] . As an option within the model, the cloud cover scheme of the previous ECHAM4 version [61] can be chosen alternatively. This scheme is a RH-Scheme as formulated by Sundquist et al. [52] . Cloud microphysics considers precipitation formation by coalescence processes, aggregation of ice crystals to snow flakes, and accretion of cloud droplets by falling snow, as well as processes like gravitational sedimentation of ice crystals, evaporation of rain and sublimation of snow and ice, and also freezing of cloud liquid water and melting of cloud ice. Furthermore, phase changes between the water components due to condensation/evaporation and deposition/sublimation are considered.
In the RH-Scheme, fractional cloud cover C is derived from the diagnostic relation
where RH represents the grid box mean and RH crit the critical threshold of relative humidity. The latter decreases exponentially from 90% near the surface to 70% at higher altitudes (see [43] ) and controls the onset of cloud formation.
In the PS-Scheme, subgrid-scale variability of total atmospheric water content q t = q + q c is explicitly specified by a probability density function (PDF) in terms of the beta distribution G(q t ).
Note that q c = q l + q i defines the cloud condensate as sum of cloud water and cloud ice content. The scheme includes prognostic equations for the higher order moments of the beta distribution, namely variance (distribution width) and skewness, which are linked to subgrid-scale processes like turbulence, convection, and microphysics (see [45] ). Fractional cloud cover is then computed as integral over the supersaturation part (q t > q s ) of the actual beta distribution:
where b is the upper bound of G(q t ) and q s denotes the saturation water content. I x (p,q) defines the ratio of incomplete to complete beta function, where x = (q s − a)/(b − a) with the lower distribution bound a, andp andq are the shape parameters of the beta distribution. Following Tompkins [45] , the shape parameterp is fixed in the model (p = 2). In contrast,q, which is referred to as skewness parameter, is determined prognostically by
where the terms on the right-hand side refer to temporal changes due to turbulence, convection, and microphysical processes, respectively. Finally, the total cloud cover C tot is calculated by the model using a maximum-random overlap assumption with respect to computed values of C in the respective model levels. Clouds in contiguous layers are maximally overlapped, while clouds separated by one or more clear-sky layers are randomly overlapped. The PS-Scheme includes the two adjustment parametersq 0 and K. The first parameterq 0 determines the shape of the symmetric beta distribution and appears in the turbulence term of the skewness equation
Here, τ v and τ h denote the vertical and horizontal mixing time scales (see [45] ). While τ −1 v depends on the mixing length and the turbulent kinetic energy, τ −1 h is neglected since horizontal mixing is not available in the SCM version. Turbulent mixing processes due to subgrid-scale eddies mainly lead to a reduction of skewness and, therefore, to an aspiration towards a symmetric beta distribution. Currently, q 0 =p = 2 is used as default value, restricting the skewness of G(q t ) to a co-domain of [0, √ 2). The second adjustment parameter K, which is set to the default value of K = 10, appears in the convection term of the skewness equation
and specifies how fast the skewness of the beta distribution increases according to the detrainment of cloud condensate due to cumulus convection. In Equation (5),ρ is the mean air density and M q c . The superscript "cu" denotes that the respective variables are calculated by the cumulus convection scheme, which is based on the mass flux scheme of Tiedtke [63] with modifications for penetrative convection according to Nordeng [64] .
In addition, model parameters contained in the cloud microphysics were analyzed, since they have a direct influence on cloud formation and dissipation. One of these parameters is the minimum cloud water content CW min , which avoids negative q l and q i , and which is additionally a threshold for the existence of clouds in the PS-Scheme. If the grid box means of cloud liquid and cloud ice content fulfillq l ≤ CW min andq i ≤ CW min , C will be set to zero. Thus, clouds will only appear in the PS-Scheme if at least one of the two variables exceeds CW min . The default value of 0.1 mg kg −1 was used in accordance to Zhang and Lohmann [49] . An overview on the modified model parameters is given in Table 1 (for equations and further details see Roeckner et al. [54] ). Table 1 . Notation, default value, regarded parameter range (co-domain), and description of modified model tuning parameters. Apart from CW min , which is not mentioned by Roeckner et al. [54] , the notation conforms to the ECHAM5 documentation.
determines the shape of the symmetric beta distribution, which is used as PDF in the PS-Scheme
determines the efficiency of convective detrainment to increase the skewness of the beta distribution
avoids negative cloud water and ice contents and additionally controls the occurrence of clear-sky conditions in the PS-Scheme
determines the efficiency of rain drop formation by collision and coalescence of cloud drops (autoconversion rate)
determines the efficiency of rain drop growth by collision and coalescence with cloud drops as well as the efficiency of snow flake growth by aggregation of surrounding ice particles
determines the efficiency of snow formation by aggregation of cloud ice particles (aggregation rate)
determines the accretion rate of ice crystals by supercooled cloud drops (growth of snow crystals) through colliding and coalescing with them (riming)
cloud ice threshold, which determines the efficiency of the Bergeron-Findeisen process
Evaluation of Two Cloud Cover Schemes
Evaluation with NP-35 Measurements
To evaluate the performance of HIRHAM5-SCM, a series of case studies was conducted, and then model results were compared with NP-35 measurements carried out from middle of October 2007 to the beginning of April 2008. For the comparison with an individual measurement, a single model run (from 0 UTC 1 August 2007 to the time of the measurement) was performed, respectively and during model start the SCM-column was set to the corresponding position of NP-35 according to Table 2 (as explained in Section 2.1). On the one hand, simulated vertical profiles of temperature T and relative humidity RH were checked against NP-35 radio soundings, which were started twice a day at 0 UTC and 12 UTC. On the other hand, modeled and observed total cloud cover C tot were compared, where the latter was available from 6-hourly NP-35 weather reports. Except for April 2008, where the first radio sounding was available on 2 April and the last available radiosonde was started on 7 April, the 1st and 15th of a respective month at midnight and midday were chosen for the evaluation (see Table 2 ). Exemplarily, Figure 1 shows observed and modeled height profiles of T and RH, and additionally modeled fractional cloud cover C at three specific events.
Three Specific Cases
To illustrate the different performance of RH-Scheme and PS-Scheme, three cases associated with totally overcast (0 UTC 1 November 2007), clear-sky (12 UTC 15 January 2008), and partially cloudy (0 UTC 2 April 2008) conditions with respect to observed C tot (see Table 2 ) were chosen. Table 2 . Listed are the geographic location (Longitude, Latitude) of the SCM-column for conducted case studies corresponding to the respective NP-35 radiosonde ascent and both observed and modeled total cloud cover C tot using either the PS-Scheme or RH-Scheme. In the notation "yyyy-mm-dd_hh", "yyyy" = year, "mm" = month, "dd" = day and "hh" = hour.
Dates in bold type are discussed in detail in Section 3.1.1. Figure 1 (a) reveals high C on 1 November 2007 independent from the used cloud scheme, where low-(below 700 h), mid-(700 to 400 h), and high-level (above 400 h) clouds were simulated. While the RH-Scheme produced a totally overcast sky below 810 h, the PS-Scheme showed pressure ranges with alternating clear-sky and overcast conditions. In the middle troposphere the PS-Scheme simulated an overcast sky around 710 h, whereas the RH-Scheme produced one low-level and mid-level cloud layer around 761 h and 576 h, respectively associated with partial cloudiness. The vertical cloud structures were very similar above 500 h, but the RH-Scheme simulated up to 35% higher absolute values. On 1 November 2007 polar night has already prevailed (at current NP-35 position, see Table 2 ) so that Arctic clouds can be associated with near-surface warming independent from cloud family due to the absence of SW CRF. Thus, the enhanced cloudiness simulated by the RH-Scheme leads to higher temperatures in the near-surface layer and allows for a better match to the observation, which is confirmed by nearsurface temperature differences of −2.3 K (PS-Scheme) and −0.8 K (RH-Scheme), respectively. On the other hand, the PS-Scheme is better able to model the linkage between the occurrence of Arctic stratus clouds and capping strong temperature inversion as well as rapid moisture decrease (e. g., 882 to 855 h). Nevertheless, this linkage does not always agree with the observation (e. g., 690 to 653 h). In agreement with the NP-35 observation both cloud schemes produced a C tot of 100% (cf. Table 2 ).
On 15 January 2008 (Figure 1(b) ) the RH-Scheme produced two overcast cloud decks around 933 h and 693 h, respectively with partially cloudy conditions in between. In contrast, the PS-Scheme simulated only the upper-level cloud deck. While the PS-Scheme matches the observed RH-profile much better between 450 to 610 h and from 800 h to the surface, modeled profiles of RH are almost identical and in part accurately agree with the measurement (e. g., 360 to 440 h). The RH-Scheme overestimates measured RH significantly (up to 47%) from 1, 012 h to 830 h, leading to more BLCs associated with enhanced LW CRF and 2.2 K higher near-surface temperatures relative to the PS-Scheme. Although both cloud schemes consistently produced low-level clouds and also the same C tot of 100%, this totally differs from the observed clear sky. Since the PS-Scheme simulated less clouds below 600 h, it likely matches the observed T -profile better in the ABL, but the actual temperature structure is of course also determined by other processes like turbulent vertical heat exchange and cannot be explained only by the effect of CRF. Figure 1 . Vertical profiles of temperature T (in
, relative humidity RH (in %) (middle column), and fractional cloud cover C (in %) (right column) at various dates, originating from NP-35 radiosonde ascents (black curves) and HIRHAM5-SCM simulations using either the PS-Scheme (blue curves) or RH-Scheme (red curves). (c) C-profiles (c) C-profiles 
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(a) T-profiles (c) C-profiles Contrary to the cases before, on 2 April 2008 (Figure 1(c) ) only the RH-Scheme produced fractional cloud cover around 544 h, while both modeled RH-profiles were almost identical here and also above. Overall, the RH-Scheme produced a C tot of 45.8% implying a much smaller difference (41.7%) to the observed NP-35 value. Significant differences between the two simulated profiles of RH occurred in the pressure range from 623 h to 964 h, where the PS-Scheme agrees better with the NP-35 observation between 623 to 897 h but worse between 897 to 964 h. The two modeled temperature structures were very similar above 897 h matching the observation fairly well. Although the RH-Scheme simulated some mid-level clouds, the measured strong ground-based temperature inversion is as underestimated as by the PS-Scheme (about 9 K too warm inversion base). Partial cloudiness produced by the RH-Scheme improves the simulated temperature profile between 897 to 964 h, but the consistently modeled elevated temperature inversion starting in 963 h (RH-Scheme) and 922 h (PS-Scheme), respectively totally disagrees with the measurement. The NP-35 radiosonde ascent showed 100% RH around 1, 016 h and low near-surface temperatures of −28.7
• C arguing for a low-level cloud deck associated with dominant SW CRF (enhanced cloud albedo effect), which could not be reproduced by the model.
Wang et al. [65] have demonstrated that the surface temperature is higher in the presence of multi-layered Arctic clouds than in cases of single-layer BLCs. This finding is in accordance to Figure 1 (b). LW radiative cooling at the cloud top generates energetic turbulent eddies which effectively transport the radiatively cooled air down to the ground, except for the storm-driven cloudy ABL [29] . This effect is most likely overestimated by the model (as suggested in Figure 1(a,b) ) favoring condensation or resublimation which finally leads to enhanced cloud formation. While deviations between modeled T -and RH-profiles are generally small in case of similar cloud profiles, they become significant as soon as the two cloud schemes simulate different vertical cloud structures. Although both cloud schemes sometimes model almost the same T -and RH-profiles, they can significantly differ from the observation especially in the ABL. Even when complete absence of model clouds is consistently produced in the entire SCM-column (not shown), simulated T -and RH-profiles either can differ from each other or do not agree with the observation. In general, the more pronounced vertical variability of moisture cannot be reproduced accurately by the model. Thus, the RH-Scheme a priori produces clouds at incorrect altitudes.
Statistics over All Cases
To validate simulated profiles of T and RH quantitatively for the 26 studied cases, the Pearson product-moment correlation (autocorrelation) coefficient r was computed in every model level with respect to NP-35 measurements. Since none of the studied NP-35 radiosondes rose higher than 7 h and at least two radiosonde measurements should be available for a certain pressure height, r could only be calculated for the 48 uppermost model levels (lowermost altitudes), where the 13th model level is situated in about 8 h (32 km height).
For temperature, solely positive and high correlation coefficients (r T > 0.75) were calculated within the entire atmospheric column independently from the applied cloud scheme. While the temperature correlation was consistently very high (>0.99) above the 30th model level (about 200 h), the strength of the linear relation decreased below and became minimal in the ABL. This was confirmed by vertically averaged correlation coefficientsr T computed either for the entire SCM-column or the 10 model levels closest to the surface. While the PS-Scheme producedr T = 0.95 (13 to 60 model level) and r T = 0.86 (51 to 60 model level), the RH-Scheme showed slightly lower mean correlations of 0.94 and 0.85, respectively. HIRHAM5-SCM generally produced comparably low temperature correlations in the three model levels closest to the surface (r T < 0.85 for RH-Scheme) indicating incorrect turbulent heat fluxes. Interestingly, lowest values of r T (up to 0.76) appeared around the 52nd model level (about 930 h), which might be explained with an incorrect coupling between ABL and the free troposphere in the model. The RH-Scheme produced slightly higher correlation coefficients between the 51st (about 910 h) and 54th (about 965 h) model level but otherwise the PS-Scheme produced either equal or higher correlations. Overall, the PS-Scheme therefore correlates better with measured NP-35 profiles of T .
Correlation coefficients of relative humidity were mainly high (r RH > 0.75) above the 38th model level (about 460 h). As compared with r T the correlation coefficients of RH were also positive but decreased faster with increasing model level (decreasing altitude) and rarely dropped below 0.4 up to the 56th model level (around 990 h). In contrast, the four model levels closest to the surface were associated with low correlation coefficients (|r RH | < 0.3) and were even negative in case of the RH-Scheme. Negative correlation coefficients in the near-surface layer indicate more serious problems in correctly simulating ground-based temperature inversions leading to incorrect vertical moisture fluxes. The vertically averaged correlation coefficientsr RH with respect to the entire atmospheric column (0.70 and 0.68 for PS-Scheme and RH-Scheme, respectively) and the ABL (0.33 and 0.29 for PS-Scheme and RH-Scheme, respectively) confirmed that the model has more serious difficulties in accurately simulating the ABL, but also that the PS-Scheme correlates better with measured NP-35 profiles of RH.
For further validating the applied cloud schemes against NP-35, relative frequencies of clear-sky, partially cloudy, and (totally) overcast cases were calculated. Figure 2 reveals that clear-sky conditions prevailed in more than half the observations, slightly more than one third represented overcast conditions, and only in slightly more than one ninth of the cases partial cloudiness was observed. (Table 2) , shown for NP-35 observations and model simulations using either the PS-Scheme or RH-Scheme. On the one hand, the RH-Scheme agrees with the observed frequency of partially cloudy cases (11.5%), while about 4% more cases are produced by the PS-Scheme. On the other hand, the model underestimates clear-sky cases by 7.8% (PS-Scheme) and 15.4% (RH-Scheme) but overestimates overcast cases by 3.9% (PS-Scheme) and 15.4% (RH-Scheme). Overall, HIRHAM5-SCM overestimates cloudy cases (sum of partially cloudy and overcast cases) by the same percentages as for the underestimation of clear-sky cases and therefore, the PS-Scheme matches NP-35 observations much better.
Arctic Clouds in the Reference Run
Starting point for the sensitivity studies in Section 4 was a reference run that uses the standard configuration of the model (usage of default model parameters). Here, a single HIRHAM5-SCM reference run (from 1 August 2007 to 31 August 2008) was conducted for both the PS-Scheme and RH-Scheme.
Annual Cycle of Cloud-Related Variables
Applying the PS-Scheme, Figure 3 shows time-height cross sections of C, q l , and q i as well as the temporal evolution of C tot , ice water path IWP, condensed water path CWP (sum of liquid and ice water paths), large-scale (stratiform) P lasc and convective P conv precipitation, and additionally the snow amount P snow with respect to total precipitation P tot = P lasc + P conv . Figure 3 (a,b) reveal rather moderate cloudiness during the WP (winter period: from mid-November 2007 to mid-April 2008; i.e., predominantly polar night) associated with strong fluctuations between (totally) overcast (49.7%) and clear-sky (31.6%) conditions. On the other hand, the PS-Scheme produced enhanced cloudiness during the SP (summer period: entire modeled time range except for WP; i.e., predominantly polar day), where an overcast sky (75.3%) occurred more often than a clear sky (5.0%). In particular, low-level clouds (below 700 h) appeared more often during summer and autumn in accordance to the frequently observed presence of summertime BLCs (e. g., [14] ). Inoue et al. [29] have found one possible mechanism for the layered structure of summertime BLCs, which depends on the combination of shear mixing near the surface and radiative cooling at the cloud top in the storm-driven cloudy ABL. The RH-Scheme behaved similar during the SP (not shown), but overall, this cloud scheme tends to simulate larger cloud amounts in general (confirmed by Section 3.2.2). In fact, during the SP an overcast sky (77.4%) occurred also more often than a clear sky (4.7%), while the RH-Scheme produced much more cases with overcast conditions (about 10% more than PS-Scheme) but less cases with clear-sky conditions (about 3% less than PS-Scheme) during the WP. The latter is basically the same result as obtained from the comparison with NP-35 (see Section 3.1.2).
In the PS-Scheme subgrid-scale sources and sinks of clouds directly control the temporal evolution of the cloud representing area below the beta distribution (see Section 2.2), and thus more realistic model cloudiness can be achieved as demonstrated by Tompkins [45] . An advanced feature is therefore the ability to simulate abrupt changes from totally overcast to clear-sky conditions (e. g., between 0 UTC and 6 UTC 13 August 2007 in Figure 3(b) ) and vice versa (e. g., between 12 UTC and 18 UTC 13 August 2007 in Figure 3(b) ), which were also apparent in NP-35 weather reports (not shown). The simulation of such abrupt changes in C tot happened less often and rather randomly when using the RH-Scheme, because the subgrid-scale variability of water vapor is only indirectly considered by the threshold of relative humidity, and the linkage to cloud formation and dissipation processes is missing. Table 1 ). The results are shown as 6-hourly standard model output. (e) Cloud ice water content q i (f) large-scale precipitation P lasc , convective precipitation P conv , and snow amount P snow HIRHAM5-SCM produced a reasonable annual cycle of LWP, IWP, CWP, and P tot . In accordance to Intrieri et al.
[15] Figure 3(c,e) show the more often occurrence of ice-only clouds during the WP than during the SP. While most of the simulated q l was located below 700 h, significant amounts of q i were still modeled above 500 h. Figure 3 (d) reveals that wintertime Arctic mixed-phase clouds can be associated with lower LWPs compared to mixed-phase clouds of the SP, which agrees with findings of Shupe and Intrieri [3] . Simulated LWP and IWP had also the correct order of magnitude (e. g., [28] ). P tot was dominated by P lasc except for June and July 2008, where P conv was generated as well ( Figure 3(f) ). During the SP much higher P tot was modeled than during the WP, where the latter period was more dominated by P snow . Lohmann et al. [66] have shown that the stand-alone ECHAM5 GCM overestimates q l (LWP) but underestimates q i (IWP), and they have found an overestimation of q c (CWP) as well as 
Evaluation with Satellite Observations
On the one hand, the advanced International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project data set ISCCP-D2 [67] was used to evaluate the simulated monthly averaged C tot . ISCCP-D2 cloud data refer to an equal-area grid with horizontal resolution of about 280 km and is provided at [68] . The second satellite-based data set originated from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) "MOD08_M3-Level3 Monthly Joint Aerosol Vapor/Cloud Product" described by Hubanks et al. [69] . First, Figure 4 reveals a qualitative disagreement between the annual cycles of ISCCP-D2 and MODIS, which was quantitatively confirmed by a relatively large overall root mean square error (RMSE of all 13 months) of 17.5% listed in Table 3 . MODIS featured enhanced cloudiness (>70%) in the summer months and September but moderate cloudiness (fluctuating between 66.7% in January and 43.0% in March) during the rest of the year associated with distinct transitions starting in August 2007 and May 2008. This typical annual cycle of Arctic cloud cover has also been found in the satellite-based TOVS Polar Pathfinder data set ( [71] , not available after 2005) and ground-based observations by Hahn et al. [72] . In comparison to MODIS, ISCCP-D2 featured much more cloud cover from December to March (more than 30% higher in February) and less cloud cover during the rest of the year (more than 22% lower in August 2008), except for October. This leads to a reverse annual cycle in general, shifting the transition's onsets to October (starting increase) and January (starting decrease). Apart from systematic and significant differences during the December-January-February season (highest RMSE of 23.8%) and March both satellite data sets at least produced same trends during the rest of the year. Further, ISCCP-D2 and MODIS agreed better during the summer period (SP) than during the winter period (WP), and the best statistical agreement appeared in the September-October-November season (lowest RMSE of 8.5%). Figure 4 ) for the satellite data sets among each other and in comparison with the HIRHAM5-SCM reference simulation using either the PS-Scheme or RH-Scheme.
RMSE (%) ISCCP-D2
MODIS SCM (PS-Scheme) SCM (RH-Scheme) In accordance to the present study for 2007/2008, Schweiger et al. [71] have figured out that the ISCCP-D2 climatological data set produces a reverse annual cycle of Arctic cloud cover as compared to ground-based and TOVS observations. They have demonstrated that ISCCP-D2 is associated with a systematic overestimation of Arctic clouds during polar night and underestimation during polar day. The advantages and disadvantages of ground-based and satellite-based cloud observations as well as their potential errors have been addressed e. g., by Eastman and Warren [18] . Wielicki and Parker [73] have shown that the detected cloud amount depends on the applied algorithm as well as on the spatial resolution of the used satellite sensor. The study of Schweiger et al. [71] and lower horizontal resolution of the ISCCP-D2 data set are indicative of larger credibility to MODIS. HIRHAM5-SCM is qualitatively able to reproduce the annual cycle of Arctic cloud cover detected by MODIS regardless of the applied cloud scheme. Nevertheless, the model overestimates C tot in most of the months, especially from May to October, when overcast conditions were modeled frequently as noted previously. This overestimation is on average slight but significantly larger when using the RH-Scheme (4% higher overall RMSE). Overall, the PS-Scheme matches MODIS observations better, where the WP shows better agreement than the SP (Table 3) . ABL processes should be considered as one possible source for deviations in cloud simulations. Zhao and Wang [74] have figured out that low-level cloud formation and maintenance mechanisms as well as cloud microphysical characteristics closely interact with ABL processes and are related to the ABL structure. The model's ability to adequately simulate Arctic clouds depends on the used ABL parameterization as shown by Axelsson et al. [75] . In our model, the interaction between clouds and turbulence is represented by processes such as the vertical exchange of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) generated by radiative cooling at cloud top, the impact of cloud condensate on the buoyancy flux, and cloud top entrainment through the turbulent flux of cloud condensate.
In October 2007, through overestimated vertical mixing (biased simulation of ground-based temperature inversions, see Figure 1 (a)), warmer moist air could be transported towards the colder lower model levels (cooled by enhanced cloud top radiative cooling) possibly enabling condensation or resublimation. Therefore, existing clouds likely either persisted or grew further, partially explaining the high overestimation of C tot . During May 2008, also the upper model levels became gradually moister due to the simulated large turbulent moisture transports which most likely favored cloud formation under colder environmental conditions. The Arctic transition seasons are associated with distinct transitions in atmospheric conditions, e. g., in SW radiation fluxes, in sea ice (e. g., formation of leads or melt ponds), or changing horizontal moisture and aerosol transports from mid-latitudes. Arctic clouds are impacted by such transitions which are difficult to realistically simulate, and therefore the model shows here the most pronounced biases. Zhang and Lohmann [49] have studied Arctic spring cloud properties observed during the SHEBA project, and have compared the performance of the RH-Scheme used here with a statistical cloud scheme with positive but constant skewness. In accordance to our study, they have found that the statistical cloud scheme produces less cloud cover than the RH-Scheme. Based on ground-based radar cloud observations carried out in April 1998 they have concluded that the RH-Scheme agrees better with SHEBA observations during this single month. Here, a contrary behavior was found since Figure 4 confirms the better agreement between PS-Scheme and MODIS during April 2008, which can most likely be attributed to the more sophisticated statistical cloud scheme used in our study.
In conclusion, the PS-Scheme leads to an improved simulation of Arctic clouds as compared to the RH-Scheme, but the current formulation is far from being satisfactory due to the systematic overestimation of Arctic cloud cover. Tompkins [45] has already mentioned that his PS-Scheme results in an almost global improvement in the simulation of clouds, but with the possible exception of polar regions. The recently published study by Weber et al. [76] , who have evaluated the PS-Scheme in ECHAM5 globally against MODIS, also identifies the systematic overestimation of C tot in high latitudes.
Parameter Sensitivity Studies
Sensitivity studies were conducted to assess the effect of modified model adjustment parameters (listed in Table 1 ) on cloud-related variables relative to the reference run (see Figure 3) . One of the main goals was to identify suitable tuning parameters, which are potentially able to reduce the systematic overestimation of Arctic clouds in HIRHAM5-SCM. While the values of PS-Scheme tuning parameters are originally based on cloud resolving model simulations, tunable parameters of the cloud microphysics have been estimated by detailed microphysical models. These "tuning" parameters obviously need to be adapted for the usage in large-scale models as stated by Tompkins [45] and Roeckner et al. [54] . Further adjustment of these parameters is likely required again when changing from the global to the regional scale, thus necessitating our sensitivity experiments.
Each sensitivity experiment comprised a simulation over 13 months by analogy to the reference run but using a modified value of a single model parameter. Although every tuning parameter was varied within a certain parameter range (see Table 1 ), the following discussions will basically be restricted to one lower and higher value, respectively, since the main conclusions remain unchanged. Based on the simulations, differences between respective sensitivity run (hereinafter "SENS") and reference run (hereinafter "CTRL") were computed, and zero-cases were neglected. To quantify the impact of a certain parameter change, relative frequencies of "positive differences" ((SENS − CTRL) > 0) were calculated for several cloud-related model variables both with respect to all 13 simulated months and the periods with moderate (WP) and high (SP) C tot in the reference run. Let f be the relative frequency of positive differences, then the percental decrease (∆f < 0) or increase (∆f > 0) of a certain model variable relative to the reference run can be computed using the formula ∆f = f − (100% − f ). The results are listed in Tables 4 and 5 either with respect to lower or higher tuning parameters. Table 5 . Same as Table 4 but for higher parameter values (q 0 = 20, K = 100, CW min = 250 mg kg −1 , γ 1 = 100, γ 2 = 8, γ 3 = 200, γ 4 = 10, γ thr = 1 mg kg −1 ). 
Modified Adjustment Parameters of PS-Scheme
As introduced by Section 2.2 the PS-Scheme includes the two adjustment parametersq 0 and K. The former was varied in the co-domain 1 <q 0 ≤ 20, following the restrictionsp > 1 andq > 1 for the beta distribution shape parameters to obtain only unimodal distributions. Also according to Tompkins [45] , the conditionsq 0 =p andp ≤q were retained to exclude distributions with negative skewness. Figure 3) .
The third column of Tables 4 and 5 reveal that overall a lower (higher) value ofq 0 leads to a reduction of (rise in) C tot . Indeed mid-and high-level clouds decrease significantly due to lower parameter values while low-level clouds tend to slightly increase (see Figure 5 (a)). One possible reason for the increase at lower levels might be very low saturation water contents due to cold temperatures in the relatively wet boundary layer over the Arctic Ocean favoring cloud formation. Although lower values ofq 0 are able to reduce C tot and rise IWP (overall increase in q i suggested by Figure 5 (c)) as well as P snow , the overestimation of LWP is strengthened (overall increase in q l suggested by Figure 5 (e)). Both P lasc and P conv rise amplifying the overestimation of P tot as well.
The second adjustment parameter K, which relates the increase in the skewness parameterq to the detrainment of cloud condensate, was varied in the co-domain 0 ≤ K ≤ 10, 000. However, modifying this parameter only leads to temporary local changes of C (not shown), and overall C tot remains almost unaffected. This can be attributed to the minor role of convection in cloud formation over the ice-covered Arctic Ocean, unless open water areas in terms of polynyas or leads coexist. Other cloud-related model variables either remain almost unchanged or increase in part significantly by changes in K. Both the overestimation of q l (LWP) and P tot is strengthened. Furthermore, only higher parameter values of K enable convective precipitation during wintertime (WP) explaining the increase of 100% in the fourth column of Table 5 .
Modified Tuning Parameters of Cloud Microphysics
The following discussions will basically concentrate on tuning parameters of the cloud microphysics, which can reduce C tot based on Tables 4 and 5 , and conclusions are summarized in Table 6 . Table 6 . Overall effect on cloud-related model variables due to modification of a single model tuning parameter enabling the reduction of C tot relative to the default parameter value (see Table 1 and Figure 4 ). Effects that potentially improve model results are marked by a '+', negative influences are indicated by a '−'.
Parameter Changes due to lower parameter value Changes due to higher parameter valuẽ q 0 1.5 20 + reduction of C and C tot + rise in q i (IWP) but reduction of q l (LWP);
− rise in C, C tot , P lasc , and P conv − rise in P lasc and P conv CW min 7.5 × 10 −4 mg kg + rise in q i (IWP) but reduction of q l (LWP); + significant reduction of C, C tot effect is more pronounced than for higher + reduction of P conṽ q 0 and more significant for q i − reduction of q i (IWP) but rise in q l (LWP) − rise in C, C tot , P lasc , and P conv and P lasc γ 1 5 100 + q i (IWP) rises but reduction of P conv + rise in q i (IWP) but reduction of q l (LWP); − rise in all other regarded model variables effect is large (small) for q l (q i ) + significant decrease in C, C tot − rise in P lasc and P conv + rise in q i (IWP) but reduction of q l (LWP), + q i (IWP) rises where effect is significant for q l and q i − rise in all remaining model variables + reduction of C, C tot − increase in P lasc and P conv
To assess the impact of modified CW min , sensitivity experiments were conducted in the wide range between zero and 750 mg kg −1 . Note that CW min impacts model results by ensuring nonzero q l and q i regardless of the applied cloud scheme (see Table 1 ). As a working hypothesis, lower (higher) CW min should result in rising (declining) cloud cover. This is generally confirmed by the fifth column of Tables 4  and 5 . Higher CW min lead to significant decrease in C tot , and very high parameter values are even able to prevent the formation of clouds. While low-and high-level clouds tend to decline monotonically, mid-level clouds first seem to increase but finally decrease as well (suggested by Figure 5(b) ). Despite the ability to reduce the overestimation of C tot , higher CW min amplify the over-and underestimation of LWP and IWP, respectively. During the entire simulation period q l decreases below 900 h but significantly increases above 900 h, while q i decreases monotonically (see Figure 5(d,f) ). Furthermore, higher CW min amplify the overestimation of P lasc while P conv and P snow drop. The autoconversion rate γ 1 , which controls the conversion from (supercooled) cloud droplets to rain drops and thus the cloud lifetime effect, was found to be the next promising tuning parameter. This parameter was varied in the co-domain 0 ≤ γ 1 ≤ 500. Figure 6 (a) and the sixth column of Tables 4  and 5 confirm that only higher parameter values might be able to improve simulated cloudiness. Here, the increase in C tot during wintertime (WP) is outweighed by the decrease during summertime (SP).
Furthermore, higher γ 1 are able to reduce the over-and underestimation of LWP and IWP, respectively. For q l and q i this effect is more difficult to identify from Figure 6 (c,e) due to temporary local changes. As expected, P lasc and P conv rise in case of higher γ 1 amplifying the overestimation of P tot , while P snow is more or less unaffected. Finally, the cloud ice threshold γ thr was identified as promising tuning parameter. This parameter controls the Bergeron-Findeisen process, which explains the growth of ice crystals at the expense of cloud droplets in mixed-phase clouds due to lower vapor pressures over ice than over water at subfreezing temperatures. Lohmann et al. [66] have pointed out that as soon as the threshold of cloud ice content is exceeded a supercooled water cloud will glaciate immediately in the model. In the standard ECHAM5 code the remaining cloud water is not evaporated to deposit onto existing ice crystals but remaining cloud droplets have to either freeze or grow to precipitable sizes in subsequent time steps. For the sake of completeness γ thr was varied from zero to 5 mg kg −1 . As shown by Figure 6 (b) and the last column of Tables 4 and 5 , lower γ thr are also able to reduce the overestimation of simulated Arctic clouds. Furthermore, a lower parameter value is most suitable to improve the modeled ratio of q l to q i (overall reduction of q l but rise in q i , see Figure 6 (d,f)), which can be associated with the most significant reduction of LWP but rise in IWP. While C tot decreases and P tot remains almost unchanged, P snow increases overall. Figure 3) . Figure 7 shows the comparison of monthly averaged C tot by analogy to Section 3.2.2. Here, only the annual cycles of the best-fit parameters (green curves), based on the best combination of lowest 13-month-mean of C tot and overall RMSE, are shown in addition to the annual cycle produced by MODIS (black curve) and using the default values (blue curve), respectively. Note that MODIS and the HIRHAM5-SCM reference run (using the PS-Scheme) produced averaged C tot of 64.8% and 78.2%, respectively with an overall RMSE of 18.4% (see Table 3 ). Thus, Figure 7 In the former case, the enhanced cloud formation due to unrealistic turbulent moisture fluxes could be either partially compensated due to more efficient precipitation processes (for γ 1 and γ thr ) or through the partial suppression of cloud formation (forq 0 and CW min ). In the latter case, both the more deficient simulation of the ABL structure and the overestimated cloud top radiative cooling could not be significantly improved by changing tuning parameters of the cloud microphysics, except for γ thr . The most significant impact through reduced γ thr in both cases can be explained with the more efficient Bergeron-Findeisen process which results in faster growing cloud ice particles and finally enhanced snow fall.
Conclusions
A SCM version of the atmospheric RCM HIRHAM5 was developed to analyze the representation of Arctic clouds. HIRHAM5-SCM was exploited as test bed for evaluating the cloud cover schemes of the ECHAM5 parameterization package, the RH-Scheme by Sundquist et al. [52] and the more sophisticated PS-Scheme by Tompkins [45] .
Observations from the 35th Russian North Pole drifting station (NP-35) were used to validate the model. Above the Arctic boundary layer (ABL), simulated and observed temperature profiles agree fairly well. In contrast, the more pronounced vertical variability of relative humidity is inadequately reproduced. Primarily the RH-Scheme produces clouds at incorrect altitudes. The PS-Scheme enables to better simulate the observed correlation between the occurrence of boundary layer clouds (BLCs) and capping strong temperature inversion as well as rapid moisture decrease. Further, the PS-Scheme results in higher correlations between the simulated and the measured temperature and humidity profiles. Nevertheless, the model has difficulties in simulating the ABL, most likely due to unrealistic turbulent exchange under extremely stable conditions. The evaluation of relative frequencies of simulated clear-sky, partially cloudy, and (totally) overcast cases revealed underestimation of clear-sky and overestimation of overcast conditions as compared to ground-based observations at NP-35. Both biases are significantly larger when using the RH-Scheme, even though the frequency of partially cloudy conditions agrees well. Overall, the overestimation of cloudy cases (sum of partially cloudy and overcast cases) is reduced by the PS-Scheme.
Independent from the used cloud scheme, the higher frequency of occurrence of modeled low-level clouds during summer (JJA) and autumn (SON) is in accordance with the frequently observed presence of summertime BLCs [13, 14] . However, the PS-Scheme simulates cloud formation and dissipation more realistically, since the cloud cover is directly linked to sources and sinks (like turbulence, convection, and microphysics), enabling the simulation of frequently observed abrupt changes between overcast and clear-sky conditions.
The validation of the simulated annual cycle of total cloud cover against ISCCP-D2 and MODIS satellite observations showed qualitative agreement with MODIS in terms of higher cloud cover in summer and lower cloud cover in winter. The annual cycle of ISCCP-D2 is reversed and might be unrealistic as has already been pointed out by Schweiger et al. [71] and as is suggested by comparison with the ground-based observations at NP-35.
The qualitative agreement with MODIS is independent from the cloud cover scheme, but the RH-Scheme systematically overestimates the cloud cover, while the PS-Scheme shows reduced biases and pretty good agreement from November to January. However, the transition from high cloud cover in summer to lower cloud cover in winter and vice versa is shifted to the cold season in either case, accompanied by large biases in October and May.
All in all, the PS-Scheme enables an improved simulation of Arctic clouds as compared to the RH-Scheme, but it still shows a systematic overestimation of Arctic cloud cover. Several tunable parameters were analyzed by means of sensitivity studies to identify parameters which potentially enable the adaptation of the cloud parameterization to Arctic climate conditions. The resulting recommendations are summarized below:
• Lower values ofq 0 , the parameter that determines the shape of the symmetric beta distribution in the PS-Scheme, result in a reduction of total cloud cover (q 0 = 1.5 best fit to MODIS), decreased underestimation of cloud ice, but increased overestimation of cloud water and precipitation.
• Higher values of the minimum cloud water content CW min result in a reduction of clouds (even up to their total disappearance) and consequently decreased overestimation of total cloud cover (CW min = 1 mg kg −1 best fit to MODIS), but also in increased overestimation/underestimation of cloud water/cloud ice and increased overestimation of precipitation. Instead of applying the same value of CW min to cloud water and cloud ice, it is suggested using different thresholds, since cloud water contents are typically about one magnitude higher than cloud ice contents in Arctic clouds (e. g., [28, 47] ).
• Higher values of the autoconversion rate γ 1 , which controls the local rain production and thus the cloud lifetime, result in decreased overestimation of total cloud cover (γ 1 = 100 best fit to MODIS), decreased overestimation/underestimation of cloud water/cloud ice, but increased overestimation of precipitation as was expected.
• Lower values of the cloud ice threshold γ thr , which controls the efficiency of the Bergeron-Findeisen process, turned out to be most suitable for reducing the overestimation of total cloud cover (γ thr = 0.05 mg kg −1 best fit to MODIS) and result additionally in decreased overestimation/underestimation of cloud water/cloud ice, but also increased overestimation of precipitation.
The best-fit parameters suggested by this study need to be examined for their performance in the three-dimensional model version HIRHAM5. Liu et al. [77] have identified the possible underestimation of MODIS relative to CloudSat-CALIPSO cloud amount especially over the ice-covered Arctic ocean. It is therefore planned to validate cloud-related variables simulated by HIRHAM5 against observations from the Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) and Cloud Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP). Since changes in modeled cloud fraction and total precipitation are anti-correlated, extensive validation against precipitation observations is required. This is currently ongoing work.
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